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Chapter 916
“Disciple!” Lu Jiechen roared in the sky, hugging Qin Shousheng tightly, his eyes blood
red!
“Yue Feng, if this revenge is not repaid, I, Lu Jiechen, swear that I will not be a human
being!” Lu Jiechen endured the severe pain, his body flashed, and he quickly rushed in
the direction of Lu Lingshan, shouting: “Sister, don’t We’re in love, let’s go!”
Seeing Zixiao Shenhuo, he couldn’t hurt Yue Feng, and Lu Jiechen realized that in this
battle, he was more fortunate than lucky!
At this time, seeing his apprentice killed by the other party, Lu Jiechen’s inner anger
rose.
But in the current situation, the Mingjiao trend has disappeared.
Stay and continue to struggle, the end is to die.
After coming to Japan for a long time, you have to save your life before you can make a
comeback and avenge your apprentice!
Hearing Lu Jiechen’s cry, Lu Lingshan’s delicate body shook.
Lu Lingshan saw that the disciples of the Ming Sect had suffered a lot of casualties, and
there were almost corpses scattered all over Mingwang Mountain!
Since Mingjiao was founded, when has anyone been bullied like this!
Lu Lingshan bit her lip tightly, resentful, and said coldly: “No, I must kill them today!”
Buzz!
The voice fell, and a terrifying and hot breath burst out from Lu Lingshan’s body. In an
instant, the surrounding air burned.
call!
In the next second, black flames condensed from Lu Lingshan’s hands! That’s right, this
flame is pure black! No clutter at all!
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Mingjiao respects fire, and is known as ‘the raging holy fire will never be extinguished’!

Mingjiao, master three different fires!
One is the bright holy fire in the cauldron.
The second is Lu Jiechen’s Zixiao Shenhuo.
The third kind of strange fire is Lu Lingshan’s hellfire! Ranked third on the Different Fire
List!
“This…is this hellfire?!”
“What a strong breath!”
All of a sudden, everyone in the distance exclaimed in surprise. They had all heard that
Lu Lingshan had hellfire, but no one had seen it with their own eyes! Now that the hell
fire has been released, the scorching hot breath is almost overwhelming!
Ren Yingying on the side, her delicate body trembled: “This…is this hellfire…” As
soon as the voice fell, Xing Yao nodded and said: “Yes, this is hellfire. It is rumored that
hellfire is only one of the past dynasties. Only the leader of the Ming Sect can possess
it. Hellfire and Lu Jiechen’s Zixiao Divine Fire, although they are both different fires, are
not at the same level!”
Speaking of which, Xing Yao couldn’t help looking at the black flame and said softly:
“Even if Yue Feng was lucky just now, he was able to resist the Zixiao Divine Fire. Now,
facing Hellfire, he is still alive and dead.”
Xing Yao breathed a sigh of relief when he said this.
In the list of different fires in the world, hellfire ranks third, and its power is terrifying!
this battle.
Even though Yue Feng had many masters, it would be difficult to destroy the Ming Cult.
Perhaps, not only could Yue Feng not be able to avenge his revenge, but he would also
risk his life here!
“Hellfire…this is hellfire!”
“I came to the birthday banquet today, and I was fortunate enough to see three kinds of
different fires!”
“I’m afraid this Yue Feng…it’s over!

” exhale.
The people who came to the birthday banquet today were all the heads of various sects.
They were all very knowledgeable, but they couldn’t help being shocked when they saw
the hellfire!
“I want you to be buried with my disciples of Mingjiao!” A cold voice came from Lu
Lingshan’s mouth. She flicked her wrist and threw out the hellfire, heading straight for
Sun Dasheng and Wen Chou Chou!
For a time, everyone present couldn’t help breaking a cold sweat for Wen Chou Chou
and Sun Da Sheng!
Wen Chou Chou’s face changed, and he wanted to dodge, but the black flame was too
fast, and it was in front of him in the blink of an eye!
“Brother Wen, step back!”
At this moment, a cold voice came, and the next moment, a figure stood in front of Wen
Chou Chou!
It is Yue Feng!
“Hellfire?” With a trace of disdain on Yue Feng’s face, he finally slowly raised his hand!
“Om!”
In the next instant, a group of white flames jumped out from Yue Feng’s palm!
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This group of white flames tossed and jumped in the air, and finally settled into the
shape of a lotus!
When the white flame appeared, the surrounding temperature rose rapidly!
It is Bailian Lenghuo!
“Huh!”
As soon as the cold fire of Bailian appeared, I saw that hellfire was swallowed up in an
instant!
“Hey!” The
huge hall of light was deadly silent!

Even if a needle is dropped on the ground, you can hear it clearly!
This.. white flame? !
Could it be…
According to the rumors…
the world’s No. 1 strange fire, Bailian Lenghuo? !
hum!
This idea appeared in everyone’s mind almost at the same time! Everyone was
stunned, unable to say a word!
For thousands of years, no one has ever owned Bailian Cold Fire!
That is the number one fire in the world!
“This Yue Feng…” Xing Yao breathed a sigh of relief, looking at Yue Feng’s figure, full
of complexity!
A year ago, in front of her, Yue Feng was like an ant that could be crushed to death at
will!
But a year later, how could this man be so strong!
Lu Lingshan’s delicate body was trembling, and she no longer wanted to fight at that
time. She grabbed Lu Jiechen next to her and flew down the mountain!
Yue Feng… Tianmen! , Hall of Longevity, Huaguo Mountain!
I remember you!
Lu Lingshan bit her lip tightly, her face pale!
Seeing that the siblings were about to run away, Yue Feng immediately held the blooddrinking sword and ran after them. As a result, at this moment, two men flew quickly!
Stand in front of Yue Feng!
It is the heaven and earth of Mingjiao! Heaven and Earth, in the Ming Cult’s position,
second only to the vice hierarch! The two of them are Lu Lingshan’s most loyal
subordinates!
Now that Yue Feng is going to chase after Lu Lingshan’s sister and brother, Heaven
and Earth must stop her desperately!

“Go away!” Yue Feng was burning with rage, the air around him was shaking, and nine
long dragons, with the might of thunder, swept across directly!
“Boom!”
Shuangjue screamed and flew out at once! The blood spurted wildly, and both died!
The current Yue Feng was originally a Martial Emperor. With the addition of pure Yang
internal power, the Nine Cage Ascension he released was many times stronger than
before!
“Ah!”
Yue Feng’s eyes were red, Heaven and Earth only blocked him for a moment, but Lu
Lingshan and his brother had already run away!
“Bang!”
Sun Dasheng was so annoyed that he slapped the pillar with a slap in the face: “Made,
you almost could avenge Liu Xuan, but let this sister and brother run away!”
Yue Feng took a deep breath , looking at the direction in which the two of Lu Jiechen
escaped, their faces were extremely gloomy!
At this moment, the battle on Mingwang Mountain gradually ended.
Sister Lu Lingshan had already run away, and Heaven and Earth Shuangjue had also
died. The 300,000 disciples of the Ming Sect were dead, wounded, and some of them
escaped. During the melee just now, Su Qingyan was sitting at Tianmen, and the
disciples of the Ming Sect couldn’t resist. At this time, in the entire Mingwang Mountain,
there is no one living Mingjiao disciple!
The Hall of Light was also completely destroyed!
The flame flag was cut in the middle!
At this time, the banner of Tianmen was erected on the top of Mingwang Mountain!
Fluttering in the wind!
There is a strong bloody smell in the air!
hiss!
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Seeing this scene, the guests present were all stunned, and they didn’t dare to let out
the air!
The mighty Ming Sect…
was really destroyed by… Yue Feng
… If this… hadn’t been seen with my own eyes, who would have believed it!
The entire army of Ming Sect disciples was destroyed, and the two sect leaders were
seriously injured and fled! Heaven and Earth Shuangjue died tragically!
In this battle, Yue Feng became famous!
“Sect Master Yue… I’ll retire, don’t bother, don’t bother…”
These guests who were present, who did not know who they were, spoke first, bowed at
Yue Feng, and then everyone dispersed.
“What!”
After everyone left, Sun Dasheng slammed his fist on the wall: “No, we can’t let sister
and brother Lu Jiechen run away like this, I’ll go after them!” After
speaking, he called his men and chased them down the mountain.
Sun Dasheng had a fiery temper. After preparing for so long to destroy the Ming Sect
this time, he finally let Lu Jiechen run away. No matter how he could not accept this
fact.
Yue Feng hurriedly shouted, “Great Sage, no!”
Sister Lu Lingshan had already run away, and they couldn’t catch up if they wanted to.
However, Sun Dasheng was so angry that he didn’t listen at all. With a big wave of his
hand, he led tens of thousands of disciples down the mountain.
“Great Sage!” Wen Chouchou also had a helpless expression on his face, and smiled
bitterly at Yue Feng: “Da Sage, this brat’s temper should be changed! I’ll follow him,
Fengzi, stay here and clean up the battlefield. When the words
fell, Wen Chou Chou greeted several of his subordinates and quickly followed Sun
Dasheng.
call..

Yue Feng took a deep breath and looked around.
The disciples of the main altar of the Ming Sect have all been wiped out, but Tianmen,
Changsheng Hall, and Huaguo Mountain have also damaged many disciples.
At this moment, the guests are almost gone, leaving only the Danzong Sect Master
Zheng Chunqiu and Ren Yingying.
“Brother Yue Feng!”
Zheng Chunqiu came over and laughed at Yue Feng: “Hahaha, the battle just now was
really enjoyable.”
When he said this, Zheng Chunqiu’s eyes were full of admiration.
Just now, Yue Feng used the cold fire of white lotus to easily deal with Lu Lingshan’s
hellfire, which was really eye-opening!
Yue Feng smiled and said gratefully: “Brother Zheng, thank you Dan Zong for helping
you just now.”
“Haha!”
Zheng Chunqiu laughed a few times and waved his hands: “Brother, you are too polite, I
will be with you from Dan Zong in the future. Tianmen is the Jagged Alliance! In the
future, if Tianmen needs it, even if there are thousands of mountains and rivers, my
Danzong will come as soon as possible!”
“Okay!” Yue Feng nodded heavily.
It can be seen that this Zheng Chunqiu is also a friend worth meeting.
After a few greetings, Zheng Chunqiu led his disciples away. “Ren Yingying!” After
Zheng Chunqiu left, Yue
Feng went straight to Ren Yingying’s side and looked at her closely: “I ask you, where
are Yuruo and Qin Rongyin?!”
Live urgently!
As a princess, Ren Yingying must know their whereabouts!
Ren Yingying bit her lip and was about to respond when a cold voice came from beside
her: “Yue Feng, you are not too timid to speak to the princess like that.”
It was Xing Yao!

At this time, Xing Yao didn’t know the relationship between Yue Feng and the princess.
She only knew that Ren Yingying was a princess, a daughter of gold, and extremely
noble.
Yue Feng’s questioning in this tone is simply too presumptuous!
Even though Yue Feng’s skills were shocking and destroyed the Ming Sect just now, his
strength was very strong, but in Xing Yao’s eyes, he was still a martial artist, unable to
be compared with the princess! If he is disrespectful to the princess, I don’t mind
educating him!
Yue Feng ignored Xing Yao.
“Ren Yingying, tell me quickly, where are Yuruo and his wife?!” Yue Feng looked at Ren
Yingying and asked again!
Ren Yingying’s red lips parted slightly and smiled, “Yue Feng, we haven’t seen each
other for a year, you just met now, shouldn’t you ask me warmly? Why do you question
me as soon as you meet?”
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Yue Feng could not laugh or cry, looked at Ren Yingying and said, “You are a princess,
golden branches and jade leaves, and there are so many people around to serve you.
Why do you need me to ask for warmth? Now I just want to know where Yuruo and his
wife are.”
Speaking of which, Yue Feng With a bit of ridicule in Feng’s tone, he looked at Ren
Yingying with a smile: “Besides, although we are familiar with each other, the word
snoring can only be used for the people closest to you. Could it be that…you take me as
your father The emperor?”
Hahaha!
At the beginning of Zhao Yun’s ancient tomb, Ren Yingying was influenced by the
magic formation inside and mistakenly regarded herself as the Emperor of Apocalypse.
One mouthful of a father’s call.
Until now, Yue Feng still remembers the scene clearly.
Swish!
Hearing this, Ren Yingying’s face turned red all of a sudden, and she was shy and
angry.
This Yue Feng is still so unreasonable, he shouldn’t be teasing him just now!

Xing Yao was so angry that her tender body trembled faintly. She pointed at Yue Feng
and scolded: “Yue Feng, you dare to molest the princess and blaspheme the royal
family?”
This kid is really bold.
To tease the princess, how dare you compare yourself to Your Majesty!
Simply lawless!
The surrounding Tianmen disciples watched happily one by one. They wanted to laugh,
but they didn’t dare to laugh out loud. They looked at Yue Feng’s eyes with reverence.
Brother Feng is a cow, even a princess dares to molest her.
“Commander Xing, why are you so excited?” Yue Feng looked at Xing Yao with a calm
expression, “I was just joking with the princess.”
After speaking, Yue Feng looked serious and said to Ren Yingying: “Right, Your Royal
Highness, with our friendship, you will definitely not mind.”
Ren Yingying bit her lip and was speechless.
“Brother Feng!”
At this moment, Duan Yu walked over quickly, with a solemn expression: “Brother Feng,
we found a secret passage of the Ming Cult on the back mountain of the Guangming
Hall. It’s a little weird inside. There are beasts roaring, None of the disciples below us
dare to enter rashly.”
Secret way?
Beast?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was startled.
Mingjiao has been passed down for thousands of years and has a profound
background. This is the main altar of Mingjiao. Since there is a secret way and there are
beasts guarding it, there must be good things.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng came to the spirit: “Go, take me to see.”
Duan Yu nodded and quickly led the way in front.
Xing Yao and Ren Yingying looked at each other and followed quickly.

When I got to the back mountain, I saw a huge altar on the mountain. Below the altar,
there is a deep passage.
“Roar! Roar…”
In the depths of the secret passage, a roar of a beast could be heard from time to time,
and everyone present was inexplicably horrified when they heard it!
Xing Yao frowned and muttered to herself, “Could it be… this is the ‘Guangming Secret
Dao’ of Ming Sect?”
“Sister Xing Yao, what is the Guangming Secret Dao?” Ren Yingying couldn’t help
asking.
Xing Yao said solemnly, and said slowly, “It’s the forbidden area of the Ming sect. Only
the sect leader can enter. It is said that a beast is trapped in the secret passage of the
sect. Could it be that this roar is the source of this beast?”
What?
Ferocious beast?
Ren Yingying’s expression was stunned, and she was stunned: “Sister Xing Yao, do
you know what beasts are trapped in this secret passage?”
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Xing Yao looked at the entrance of the secret passage, and said lightly: “According to
the records, five hundred years ago, in my Apocalypse Continent, there used to be a
beast, which caused chaos in the world and killed innocent people! Later, Mingjiao
joined other sects to bring this Only the vicious beast was subdued and finally locked in
the ‘Bright Secret Road’.”
“Sister Xing Yao…” Ren Yingying recovered and couldn’t help but said, “You said it all,
it was all five hundred years ago. Well, that fierce beast should have died long ago…”
Xing Yao shook her head and said seriously: “Princess, there are many strong people in
this world. The higher the level of people’s cultivation, the longer their lifespan. The
same is true for beasts. Many beasts have cultivation bases, which we call spirit beasts.
There are many spirit beasts, and their strength can reach Martial Saint, Martial
Emperor, or even higher! The lifespan of such spirit beasts will be very long and very
long. Long.”
Speaking of this, Xing Yao breathed a sigh of relief and continued: “According to the
records, the fierce beast five hundred years ago was extremely powerful! In order to
subdue it, I don’t know how many Martial Emperor strongmen died! This fierce beast is

extremely powerful! The strength of the beast is strong, and it can easily live for
hundreds of years.”
Yue Feng on the side heard this, and his curiosity was also hooked.
Ferocious spirit beast?
You have to get to know yourself well.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng strode towards the entrance.
“Yue Feng, stop for me!” Just
two steps away, there was a coquettish shout from behind, and then, Xing Yao walked
over quickly.
When he got to the front, Xing Yao’s handsome face was full of solemnity: “What are
you going to do?”
Feeling Xing Yao’s high-spirited attitude, Yue Feng felt a little unhappy, and chuckled
lightly: “Go to see the beasts, you need to ask. What?”
Xing Yao was in a hurry, and stamped his feet: “You can’t go.”
“Why?” Yue Feng asked with a frown.
It’s really strange, now that Mingjiao has been broken up, the main altar of Mingjiao has
been the site of Tianmen from now on. On his own territory, Yue Feng can do whatever
he wants, why can’t he go.
call!
Xing Yao took a deep breath, tried to calm herself down, and said seriously: “If there are
beasts that were subdued by the Ming Sect and the major sects five hundred years ago,
you can’t go in. The strength of these beasts is terrifying. If you If you accidentally let it
out, the people of this world should suffer, can you afford the consequences?!”
Yue Feng smiled lightly: “You don’t need to worry about this, don’t forget, the Ming Sect
has been destroyed by us. Now, this Mingwang Mountain belongs to my Heavenly Sect,
including the beasts in this secret passage.”
Seriously, aside from his position, Yue Feng’s impression of Xing Yao is not bad.
But her domineering attitude is really unbearable.

More importantly, in this world, there have always been rumors of spirit beasts, but I
have never seen them.
Spirit beasts are beasts with cultivation. I had a snow eagle before, but that snow eagle
was just a rare kind of eagle, and it was tamed very well. But not spirit beasts.
In the secret passage in front of him, there is a spirit beast, how could Yue Feng miss
the opportunity.
Without waiting for Xing Yao’s response, Yue Feng commanded the surrounding
disciples: “Watch the entrance of this secret passage. No one is allowed to enter without
my order.” After the
voice fell, Yue Feng strode in.
“Yes!” The
surrounding disciples responded in unison and immediately blocked the entrance.
“You…”
Xing Yao was so angry, her delicate body trembled.
Ren Yingying next to her also frowned, very helpless. I haven’t seen each other for over
a year, this Yue Feng really hasn’t changed at all, he’s still so arrogant.
“Princess!”
At this moment, Xing Yao bit her lip tightly, deciding something in her heart, and
whispered to Ren Yingying: “I’ll go in to see the situation, you are waiting for me
outside.”
This time, Xing Yao came to Mingjiao, Xing Yao The main responsibility is to protect
Ren Yingying’s safety.
But Xing Yao could see that Yue Feng and the princess knew each other, so the
princess must be safe. And the beasts in the secret passage are related to the safety of
the world!
If Yue Feng accidentally releases the beast, the people of the world will suffer!
You must go in.
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